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ABSTRACT 
Increasing energy efficiency is the goal of almost everyone these days. We know power factor is a measure of power quality and it 
is defined as the ratio between active and apparent power. Lagging power factor occurs in inductive loads like motor, switch mode 
power supplies (etc) and bad power factor will lead to power loss in the load and it causes unwanted money wastages. Nowadays, 
BLDC motor drives are becoming more popular in industrial and traction applications and we know FPGA is very advantageous 
over controllers. So in this project we explain how to do “Power factor correction for a brushless dc motor using field 
programmable gate array (FPGA)”. The conventional boosting PFC converter, compare with the three-level boosting PFC converter 
has two cascaded switches and two cascaded capacitors across the dc-side voltage. A three level boost converter is adopted for 
single phase power factor correction(PFC),which uses a much smaller inductor and lower voltage devices than the conventional 
boost PFC converter does yielding high power density, high efficiency,  and low cost. In this paper, without sensing the capacitor 
voltages is proposed with interleaved ac-dc and the total number of the feedback signals is saved and it is implemented in a Field 
Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 
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INTRODUCTION 

  

In recent year due to the power factor correction (PFC) requirement the boost converter has been widely 

used as the front end single phase PFC converter due to its step-up voltage conversion ratio continuous input 

current simple topology and high efficiency. To reduce the power transmission loss and increase the system 

stability, more and more power-electronics products are forced to include the power factor correction (PFC) 

function. Generally speaking, the PFC function includes shaping the ac-side current waveform and regulating 

the dc-side Voltage. Due to the characteristics of the continuous current, the boost-derived PFC converters have 

been widely used to achieve the desired PFC function. The brushless dc (BLDC) motors are widely used in a 

Aerospace, Automotive, Consumer, Medical, Industrial automation equipment and Instrumentation, because of 

their high efficiency, high starting torque, reliability, lower maintenance compared to its brushed dc motor. The 

ac-dc conversion of electric power is usually required for BLDC motor drive; nevertheless, it causes many 

current harmonics and results in the poor power factor at input ac mains. This paper deals with a three level 

boosting power factor correction (PFC) converter for a permanent magnet brushless dc Motor (PMBLDCM) 

implemented in a Field Programmable Gate Array (FPGA). 
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1.1 Circuit diagram: 

 
Fig. 1: Circuit diagram of Existing System 

 

II. DC - DC converter: 

DC-DC converters are power electronic circuits commonly used as an interface between the voltage source 

and load served. There are several topologies, including Buck, Boost, Buck-Boost, SEPIC, Cuk, Fly back, etc. 

Buck and Boost topologies allow decreasing and increasing of the output voltage respectively, while the other 

ones can do both functions. The inductor allocation in a Buck-Boost converter is prone to float in switching 

operation, and create possible sparks. Fly back converter adds complexity and weight. Due to simplicity, 

maximum efficiency, low loss and safe operation mode of inductors, BOOST Converter was implemented in 

this project. 

DC-DC Converter is electronic devices used whenever we want to change dc electrical power efficiently 

from one voltage level to another. They are needed because unlike AC-DC can’t simply be stepped up or down 

using a transformer. In many ways, a DC-DC Converter is the DC equivalent of a transformer. 

Boost converter is a type of DC-DC converter allowing the electrical potential (voltage) at its output to be 

greater than, the input; the output of the Boost is controlled by the duty cycle. 

 

2.1 Principle of operation of existing system: 

The conventional boost dc/dc converter, the single switch needs to withstand the dc output voltage when the 

single switch blocks. As shown in the figure two cascaded switches and two cascaded capacitors are connected 

together in the three-level boosting dc/dc converter. When one of the switches conducts and the other blocks, the 

blocking switch needs to withstand only half dc output voltage if both capacitor voltages are balanced. If not 

balanced, one of the capacitor voltages may be larger than the breakdown voltage of the switch, which would 

contribute to make damage to the switch. 

It is noted that the inductor voltage in the three-level boost dc/dc converter has three levels, which makes 

the three-level boosting dc/dc converter to have smaller inductor current ripple than the boost converter under 

the same switching frequency. Therefore, the three-level boost converters are often used in the high-voltage-

ratio applications, such as the fuel cell applications and the grid-connected applications. Thus, the three-level 

boost converter has the additional advantages of the low switching loss and the high efficiency. 

In the multi loop interleaved control combining the multi loop control and the interleaved PWM scheme 

was first proposed to control the three-level boosting PFC converter. As shown in Figure the multi loop control 

includes the feed forward loop, the inner current loop, and the outer voltage loop. However, the balance between 

two capacitor voltages should be noted. In practice, this matched capacitances and the mismatched equivalent 

series resistance (ESR) would result in the voltage imbalance. Therefore, the control of the three-level boosting 

converter needs to balance both capacitor voltages. 

 

2.2 Modes of operation for three level boosting PFC converters: 

In figure 1, two triangular signals vtri1 and vtri2 are interleaved by 180◦. The conventional multi loop control 

generates the control signal vcont1, and then, the gate signalGT1 is generated from the comparison of the 

control signal vcont1 and the triangular signal vtri1 .After sensing both capacitor voltages, the voltage imbalance is 

detected and the conventional CVBC generates the compensation signal Δvcont . Then, the other control signal 

vcont2 is obtained by adding the compensation signal Δvcont to the control signal vcont1. The gate signal GT2 is 

obtained from the comparison of the control signal vcont2 and the triangular signals vtri2 .  

Due to the input inductor L and two diodes D1 and D2 in the three-level boosting PFC converter, both 

switches can be conducting at the same time without the concern of the short circuit damage. As plotted in 

Figure. 2, there are four switching states in the three-level boosting PFC converter. 
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Fig. 2: Possible switching states in the three-level boosting PFC converter: (a)State 1, (b) state 2, (c) state 3, and 

(d) state 4. 

 

Mode 1 Operation: 

In figure 2.(a), both switches turn ON in the switching state 1. Thus, the inductor voltage  vL  in the three-

level boosting PFC converter equals the rectified input voltage  vL = |vs | and both capacitors supply energy to 

the load iC1 = iC2 = (−id) < 0. 

 

Mode 2 Operation: 

In the switching state 2 in Figure 2.(b), the top switch turns ON and the bottom switch turns OFF. The 

resulting inductor voltage vL equals the rectified input voltage |vs | minus the bottom capacitor   voltage vL  =  |vs|  

−  vC2 .  Additionally, the capacitor   C1 supplies energy to the  load  iC1 = (−id ) < 0, but the capacitor C2 stores 

the energy from the input voltage iC2 = (iL − id ) > 0. 

 

Mode 3 Operation: 

Similarly, the resulting inductor voltage in Figure 2.(c) equals the rectified input voltage minus the top 

capacitor voltage vL = |vs| − vC1 . In the switching state 3, the top capacitor C1 is charged iC1 = (iL − id ) > 0, but 

the bottom capacitor C2 is discharged iC2 = (−id ) < 0. 

 

Mode 4 Operation: 

When both switches turn OFF in Figure 2(d), the resulting inductor voltage equals the rectified   input   

voltage   minus   the   output   voltage  vL  =  |vs|  −  vd  =  |vs|  −  vC1  − vC2 . The rectified  input voltage  |vs |  

supplies the load current and charges  both capacitors simultaneously iC1 = iC2 = (iL − id ) > 0. 

 

 
Fig. 3: Block Diagram of Proposed System 

 
Fig. 4: Circuit diagram for proposed system 
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III. Simulation diagram: 

 

 
Fig. 5: Three Level Boosting Converters with Voltage Balancing Circuit 

 

3.1 Input voltage waveform of existing system: 
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Fig. 6: Input Voltage and Current Waveforms of Existing System  

 

The simulation results for the three-level boosting PFC converter at 300W are plotted in Fig. 6, 

respectively. The yielded input currents is are sinusoidal in phase with the input voltage vs . Both capacitor 

voltages have the average values equal to the half average value of the dc voltage vd even though the 

capacitances are mismatched. 

The obtained value ΔIvC approximates to zero in the steady state. The results show that the proposed 

SCVBC is able to achieve PFC function in the three-level boost converter without directly sensing capacitor 

voltages. 

 

3.2 Output voltage and current waveforms of existing system: 

The output power changes from 300 W due to the change of the load resistance from 300 to 150 Ω. During 

the operation, the sinusoidal input current is is always in phase with the input voltage vs and the output voltage vd 

is well regulated to the command 300 V, given figure. 
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Fig. 7: Output Voltage Waveforms of Existing System 

 

In addition, the bottom capacitor voltage vC2 possesses larger voltage dip than the top capacitor voltage vC1 , 

because that the capacitance C2 is smaller than the other capacitance C1. The significant dip in the difference 

ΔIvC can also be found during the transient operation. 

 

3.3 Power Factor Measurement Block: 

 
Fig. 8: Sub system for Power factor measurement block 

 

3.4  Input voltage and current waveforms of proposed system:  
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Fig. 9: Input Current and Voltage Waveforms of Proposed System  

 

Figure 9. shows the waveform of VAC and IAC. From these waveforms, it is observed that the input line 

current is in phase with the input voltage. 

 

3.5 Simulation waveform for power factor correction in proposed system:  
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Fig. 10: Power Factor Corrections in Proposed System 

 

3.6 Output voltage and current waveforms of proposed system:  
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Fig. 11: Output Voltage Waveforms of Proposed System 

 

For an input rms voltage of 100V, it produces an output DC voltage of 397V; the respective obtained results 

are displayed in Figure 11. 

 

IV. Hardware setup: 

 

 
Fig. 12: FPGA kit 
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4.1 Three-level boosting PFC converter kit: 

 
Fig. 13: Three-level boosting PFC converter kit 

 

4.2 Hardware output: 

 
Fig. 14: Power factor reading at low speed 

 

 
Fig. 15: Power factor reading at rated speed 

 
                                           (a)                                                                (b) 
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                                                                                         (c) 

Fig. 16: Gate pulse for the BLDC Drives 

 

Conclusion: 

In this project the SCVBC method for the three-level boosting PFC converter has been proposed. The 

proposed method shows that the voltage imbalance can be detected from sensing the inductor current by the 

proposed sampling and hold strategy. That is, it eliminates the need for extra sensors, reduces control 

complexity, reduces the cost, and the results of simulation shows that the power factor for a BLDC motor drive 

is improved near unity with the help of three-level boosting PFC converter and this control method is 

implemented in a FPGA-based system, and all the provided results demonstrate the proposed method.    
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